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VISION STATEMENT 
 
The Maritime Authority’s vision is to elevate Jamaica’s maritime status to world 
standards, through the provision of quality client-focused services, by making the 
best available use of technology and employing highly trained and motivated staff. 
 

MISSION STATEMENT 
 
The Maritime Authority will pursue the development of shipping and provide quality 
service to the Jamaican and international maritime industry, while promoting high 
standards of maritime competence, safety, security and protection of the marine 
environment. 
 

QUALITY STATEMENT 
 
The Maritime Authority of Jamaica (MAJ) is committed to the operation of a quality 
registry and to providing client-focused services to the Jamaican and international 
maritime industry, while promoting high standards of maritime competence, safety 
and protection of the maritime environment. 
 
It is the policy of the MAJ to be responsive to the individual and collective needs of 
our clients, to provide quality services in support of our mission, and to provide 
services consistent with international conventions, rules, regulations and standards.  
 
To achieve this, the MAJ has implemented a corporate-wide quality management 
system (QMS) in accordance with ISO 9001-2008, which shall serve to fulfil 
expectations, increase efficiency, establish controls and foster a culture committed 
to excellence.  
 
Through the application of modern technology, teamwork and the participation of 
our highly trained and motivated staff in the use, monitoring and constant 
improvement of the QMS, the MAJ will provide superior services which consistently 
meet client expectations. 
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CORPORATE PROFILE 

 
The Maritime Authority of Jamaica (MAJ) is a statutory body established by the Shipping Act of 1998 
with primary responsibility for the Jamaican maritime sector. Its core functions and legislative mandate 
is to develop and regulate matters relating to shipping and seafarers. 
 
It is mandated to: 

• administer the registration of ships; 
• regulate the certification of Seafarers; 
• regulate the safety of shipping as regards the construction of ships and navigation; 
• administer policy for the development of shipping in general; 
• inspect ships for the purposes of maritime safety, security and prevention of marine 

pollution;  
• establish maritime training and safety standards; and 
• make enquiries as to shipwrecks or other casualties affecting ships, or as to charges of 

incompetence or misconduct on the part of seafarers in relation to such casualties”.   
 
The operations of MAJ are undertaken through the following departments: 
 

• Directorate of Safety, Examinations and Certification (DSEC) 

• Directorate of Shipping and Seafarers (DSS) 

• Directorate of Legal Affairs (DLA) 

• Directorate of Corporate Services (DCS) 

o Finance and Accounts 

o Information Technology 

o Human Resource Management 

o Office Management 

o Document Registry 

o Customer Service 

o Library and Document Centre 
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CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE 

 
The financial year ended March 31, 2018, reflected strong 
performance and the accomplishment of important strategic 
objectives for the Maritime Authority of Jamaica (MAJ). During 
the period, the responsibilities of the MAJ also grew 
exponentially in response to developments in the local and 
international shipping industry, and this was achieved 
notwithstanding severe resource constraints.  
 
We have seen a closer association with the Jamaican shipping 
industry in the past year and a major thrust to increase services 
and regulatory oversight in all of Jamaica’s maritime space while 
attending to the needs of the ship registry and the dynamic water 
sports industry.  
 
Plans to proceed with the Public-Private Partnership for the 
Jamaica Ship Registry are in place while our mega-yacht 
registration continues to show sound growth and the Local Trade (in which foreign-flagged ships 
may operate legally within our maritime space) has also shown steady business. The bunkering 
sector has remained steady and the industry itself which must meet the International Maritime 
Organization’s 2020 sulphur limit of 0.5%, benefitted from the International Bunker Industry 
Association’s Conference in April 2018 held in Jamaica.   
The MAJ executes its functions primarily under the Shipping Act, 1998 and can therefore only 
fulfil its mandate effectively with modern legislation which reflects current International 
Conventions particularly those of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the 
International Labour Organization (ILO). Our legislative mandate is therefore critical to the overall 
success and much work has been taking place to enshrine the relevant international maritime laws 
into our domestic legislation. 
Our international maritime profile was increased again when Jamaica was elected to the IMO’s 
Council in December 2017 for the 2018-2019 biennium after a successful bid through a vigorously 
coordinated candidacy, supported by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade (MFAFT), 
its overseas missions particularly the Jamaican High Commission in London, and the team from 
the Ministry of Transport and Mining and the MAJ.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mrs. Corah Ann Robertson-Sylvester 
Board Chairman                     

Maritime Authority of Jamaica 
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In facilitating Jamaica’s position as an attractive and competitive shipping and logistics hub, the 
Authority has assisted in facilitating ship repair investments and further developments in 
bunkering and crewing. Oversight of the Caribbean Maritime University (CMU) seafaring 
programme remains a key area of focus for the MAJ. Our role in ensuring that Jamaica trains and 
certifies the highest quality seafarers for the global market is a critical one and our collaborative  
efforts with the CMU to maintain consistently high standards for our seafarers has been rewarding 
as reports from shipping lines on which our seafarers are placed have been salutary.  
 
New Fortress Energy had preliminary discussions with the MAJ regarding the feasibility of 
erecting an offshore marine terminal in Portland Bight at which the large LNG carriers could berth 
and send the product by pipeline to the JPS facility at Old Harbour Bay. The MAJ participated in 
their subsequent survey of the Portland Bight area which determined the feasibility of building an 
offshore marine terminal.  
The Maritime Authority of Jamaica has continued to demonstrate its leadership within Jamaica’s 
maritime community and its efficiency in executing its statutory responsibilities including its 
regulation of maritime safety and security of ships and prevention of marine pollution spanning 
the spectrum of vessels that operate within Jamaica’s vast maritime space is salutary.  
 
I take this opportunity to record my appreciation to the Board members and the Staff of the 
Authority and look forward to another productive year. 
 
 
 
 
 
Corah Ann Robertson Sylvester 
Chairperson 
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DIRECTOR GENERAL’S REPORT 

  
The Fiscal year 2017/2018 represented another year of 
excellent performance by the Maritime Authority of Jamaica 
(MAJ) as it continued to deliver on its mission to elevate 
Jamaica’s maritime status to world standards. During the 
period, we were fully exercised with the fulfilment of our 
responsibilities to regulate and develop Jamaica’s maritime 
sector which complemented the growth of Jamaica’s 
Logistics Hub activities.  
During the year, the number of yachts in the mega yacht 
registry grew significantly, however, registration of large 
commercial vessels did not experience similar growth due 
primarily to reduced international marketing and 
promotional activity. In response, the Board of Directors 
approved the MAJ entering a Public-Private Partner (PPP) 
arrangement for an investor to promote, market and operate the Jamaica Ship Registry (JSR). 
Cabinet approval was given for this activity which will remain a major focus of the MAJ in the 
next financial year. 
Outside of the Government’s subvention which accounts for 48.2% of our revenue, the JSR is the 
main revenue earner with 49% of inflows coming from registration and related activities. There 
was an overall 15% growth in the tonnage on the JSR bringing it to 243,087 Gross Tonnage (GT), 
largely from an additional 84 yachts and 5 ships.  
 
Directorate of Safety, Environment and Certification (DSEC) 
During the year, marine surveyors and inspectors of the Authority conducted statutory ship surveys 
and inspections of Jamaican ships in the exercise of Jamaica’s flag State obligations. The 
Directorate continued to monitor the seafaring programmes at the Caribbean Maritime University 
(CMU) and other approved maritime training institutions in keeping with the provisions of the 
STCW Convention. This involved the conduct of 96 examinations leading to the issuance of 
Certificates of Competency (COC) for ships’ masters and chief engineers and the lower operational 
levels.  
The technical staff of the Directorate also conducted 4 marine casualty investigations and 87 port 
State control (PSC) inspections of foreign-flagged vessels calling at Jamaica’s ports. The 
Caribbean MOU on port State control (CMOU) sets a target of 15% of ships that call at regional 
ports to be inspected. We did meet the target this year despite the reduction in the number of 
Convention sized (> 500 GT) vessels visiting.  
 
 
 

Rear Admiral Peter Brady (Ret'd) 
Director General 
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International Maritime Organization (IMO)  
The MAJ is the focal point for the United Nations specialized agency with responsibility for the 
safety and security of shipping and the prevention of marine and atmospheric pollution by ships, 
(the IMO). During the period, the leadership of the MAJ in representing the interests of the 
Caribbean region and Small Island Developing States at the IMO was recognized with Jamaica’s 
election to the IMO’s governing body, its 40-member Council, for the 2018-2019 biennium.  
The Directors and senior officers of the MAJ attended main Committee and select Sub Committee 
meetings of the IMO during the period under review and our Deputy Director General was elected 
Vice-Chair of the Implementation of IMO Instruments (III) Sub Committee in September 2017. 
Our attendance at the major technical meetings, including the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC), 
the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC), the Legal Committee (LC) and the 
Technical Cooperation Committee (TCC) along with attendance at select Sub Committee meetings 
ensure that we participate when major decisions are to be made for the introduction of new 
measures and standards so that they are practicable, relevant and not over-stringent for Small 
Island Developing States (SIDs) and Least Developed Countries (LDCs) to implement. 
We continue to derive major benefits from the IMO’s Integrated Technical Cooperation 
Programme which assists in capacity building, provides or facilitates funding for maritime 
education and training for discreet technical training in the maritime and shipping disciplines and 
at the tertiary institutions of the World Maritime University and the International Maritime Law 
Institute. The Authority coordinates the IMO training and fellowships and endorses the 
applications for these opportunities. Several training seminars and workshops were hosted during 
the 2017-2018 period including a Maritime Law Seminar, funded by the Australian Maritime 
Safety Administration, (AMSA) and conducted by a senior Australian Justice, for Supreme Court 
judges and judges of the Court of Appeal in Kingston, and a seminar in Montego Bay for members 
of the Jamaican Bar.  
 
Shipping Hub Activities 
The MAJ continued to facilitate the establishment of new investments in the maritime sector and 
encourage the expansion of current maritime-related economic activities as a part of its 
developmental role. Bunkering is one such activity, the growth of which was only stymied by 
supply/demand constraints but is expected to experience further growth as the current suppliers 
increase their investment in the sector including the acquisition of additional storage facilities. 
The MAJ continued to support the project involving the establishment of the floating dry dock at 
Harbour Head which is expected to advance once the financing arrangements have been finalized. 
The company has joined with partners from Turkey from where the floating dry dock will be 
sourced and the drydock will be managed with Turkish expertise.  
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Seafaring continues to be a major activity for Jamaica’s maritime industry with most seafarers 
graduating from the Caribbean Maritime University. More training berths were secured for newly 
trained cadets from the CMU though berths for women are still not easily identified. The MAJ 
through its Registrar of Seafarers continues to provide support to Jamaican seafarers.  
 
Hydrographic Surveys 
Through the United Kingdom’s Commonwealth Marine Economies Programme (CMEP) and 
coordinated by the National Hydrographic Committee (NHC) hosted by the MAJ, Jamaica 
received substantial technical assistance from the UK Hydrographic Office (UKHO). The UK 
hydrographic team brought in the most modern survey side-scanning sonar equipment and 
conducted comprehensive hydrographic surveys of Kingston Harbour, the Approaches to Kingston 
and the entire Portland Bight. Modern navigation charts will be produced at no cost to the Jamaican 
government.  
 
Financing Out-turn 
The financial period 2017-2018 saw revenues from services such as ship and yacht registration, 
endorsements and certificates for crews, Local Trade and annual fees which grew by 3.2%. A total 
of $167.98 M of our revenue, or 48.21% was provided by Government as subvention, and the 
remaining amount of revenue which came from operations and the fees as mentioned above was 
$180.4M representing 51.79%. The amount which Government had approved for our total 
expenditure had to be supplemented by $40M which we requested from the first Supplementary 
Estimates afforded by Government. This was necessary to cover critical expenses such as IT 
support and equipment, a new telephone system, promotions for the IMO election bid, and the 
replacement of a motor vehicle.   
 
Outlook for 2018-2019 
In the upcoming period of 2018-2019, we will continue to vigorously pursue the completion of the 
PPP for the JSR, identify potential investment maritime projects, solidify our position at the IMO 
as a Council member, and provide technical assistance and support to our Caribbean partners. We 
also plan to grow the mega yacht registry particularly with the introduction of a special yacht 
ensign which is a significant marketing tool and to engage the informal boating community and 
artisanal fisher-folk particularly with safety at sea sensitization. 
We will continue to promote Jamaica as a major shipping centre that offers numerous services to 
maritime traffic and to support and facilitate major maritime investments including the acquisition 
and establishment of a floating dry dock. Additionally, we will continue to develop the legislative 
framework for consistency with international requirements. 
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Recognizing that our responsibilities have increased significantly over the past decade without a 
commensurate increase in the size of the staff, we will seek to adopt and pursue employee 
engagement strategies to attract and retain more talent. These human resource strategies will 
include seeking permission to increase the staff complement and ensure that the organizational 
structure allows us to achieve strategic objectives more efficiently and effectively.  
 
Conclusion 
The work of the MAJ has continued to emphasize the importance of maritime safety and the 
prevention of marine pollution by ships and other vessels in Jamaica’s maritime space. 
Implementing the international maritime conventions that provide uniform rules and standards for 
maritime transportation is a major focus of our responsibilities as this helps to keep our marine 
environment safe, secure and pollution-free, while also contributing positively to our reputation as 
a responsible maritime State. As over 90% of Jamaica’s foreign trade goes by sea, setting and 
maintaining high standards will also help to attract foreign investments for further development of 
Jamaica as a major Shipping Centre and Logistics Hub. 
The members of staff at the Authority have again demonstrated their loyalty and commitment to 
the productive and smooth operation of our organization, and I am fortunate to have their trust, 
encouragement, and support. The quality of their outputs, their understanding of the limitations 
with which we often must work, are commendable and I unhesitatingly thank them all. Finally, I 
must thank the Chair and members of our Board for their strong support, guidance, and 
encouragement.   
           

  
Rear Admiral Peter Brady 
Director General 
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

 
The Maritime Authority, as a matter of policy, is committed to adopting best practices in Corporate 
Governance in all areas of its operation. 
 
MAJ has an appointed Board of Directors which is committed to ensuring high standards of 
Corporate Governance.  Information relating to the Board of Directors is shown below. 
 
 
Name      Expertise Length of Service Meetings  

Attended 
Mrs. Corah-Ann Robertson-Sylvester Commercial  

Shipping 
May 2016 to Present 5 

Mr. William Brown Finance May 2016 to present 3 

Mr. Peter McConnell Boating May 2016 to Present 4 

Mr. Tony Tame Local Fishing  
Industry 

May 2016 to present 3 

Ambassador Sheila Sealy-Monteith International  
Relations 

May 2016 to present  1 

Mr. Donovan Walker Attorney-at -Law January 2017 to  
Present 

5 

Mr. Ian Rose Marketing January 2017 to  
Present 

0 

Ms. Paula Brown Transport Planner  
MTM 

September 2017  
to present  

4 

 
 
The MAJ has been compliant with all its statutory obligations to Government and ensured that 
individual members of staff who are eligible to file annual returns to the “Commission for the 
Prevention of Corruption” have duly made their returns on time. During the period, the MAJ 
transitioned from ISO 9001:2008 to the 9001:2015 standard. All reporting obligations relating to 
international conventions to which Jamaica is a party were also met. Additionally, contributions 
to the IMO and the Caribbean MOU on Port State Control were duly made along with our payment 
for the Long-Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT) service to our service provider in the 
United Kingdom. 
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The Board of Directors have established two committees as noted below: 
 
Finance Committee 
Membership of the committee comprised of Mr. William Brown – Chairman, Ian Rose, Rear 
Admiral Peter Brady, Michael McFarlane, and Ann Clarke.  
The committee met on September 14, 2017, to review the drafted 2018-2019 Budget and the 
Audited Financial Report for 2016-2017. Both documents were approved for presentation at the 
next Board of Directors meeting. 
 
Procurement Committee 
Membership of the committee comprised of Ambassador Sheila Sealy-Monteith – Chairman, 
Michael McFarlane, Vannessia Stewart, Ann Clarke and Nadine Williams. 
The committee met on August 30, 2017, to review proposals for: 

• Conducting the Valuation of the Jamaica Ship Registry 
• CUG Mobile Service 
• Upgrading the Computer Network 

 
Board Performance Evaluation 
The MAJ did not complete a Board Performance Evaluation in the reporting period 2017-2018 as 
the Authority is awaiting the Performance Evaluation template that is to be developed by the 
Ministry of Finance and Planning to be issued/released. 
 
Corporate Social Responsibility 
The MAJ has sought to carry out its corporate social responsibility in several ways as shown below: 

• Annual Christmas treat for the Reddie’s Place of Safety 
• Providing work experience for school leavers through the National Youth Service and 

Tourism Enhancement Fund initiatives 
• Participate in the annual Sigma Corporate Run and the Digicel 5K run/walk events 
• Attending and participating in various school’s career day events 
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
JAMAICA SHIP REGISTRY (JSR) 
 
The JSR continued to record steady growth during the period under review with increases in the 
registration of Vessels trading internationally, Mega Yachts, and Pleasure Craft operating in 
Jamaican waters. Thus, the Registry achieved an overall growth of approximately 336% with the 
main contributor to this growth being the efforts of Mega Yacht Registries Inc based in Florida 
USA marketing the Yacht Registry.  
 
One of the main thrusts of the JSR during the period was to facilitate the process of engaging a 
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Investor to manage and market the JSR. International Marketing 
Strategies Inc. (IMS) was selected as the Transaction Advisor for the Public-Private Partnership 
(PPP) to engage an investor to manage, operate, and market the JSR and a pre-feasibility study 
was conducted by the [Nan]yang University of Singapore which confirmed that the JSR was a 
viable and profitable service. 
 
Registration Activities 
A total of eighty-five international vessels were registered during the period which shows a 
continued increase in registration of marine vessels up to 15% over the previous period.   
Below is a graph showing the growth trend of vessels registered over the last twelve years.  
 

Growth in the Register 2006 – 2018 
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The tonnage on the Jamaica Ship Registry increased by 25% over the previous period.  
 

Registered Tonnage 2006-2018 

 

Registration of small domestic vessels continues to increase with a total of 1019 vessels now on 
the Register. These vessels are primarily moored in Jamaica and predominantly engaged in the 
water sports sector. The distribution of domestic small vessels registered, is provided in the graph 
below.   
  

Registered Domestic Small Vessels
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Domestic Large Vessels 

 The total tonnage of domestic vessels 
on the international register increased 
by a modest 13.13% over the period, 
from 30,383gt to 34,374gt.  
 
Tugs are the primary type of vessels 
registered at 31%. Fishing (including 
Sport Fishing) vessels represents the 
next major category accounting for 
28% of the domestic large vessels 
registered.   
 

 

Deputy Registrars 

The JSR continues to rely upon the output of its Representatives strategically appointed in the 
maritime centres, as the source of increasing tonnage/numbers on the Jamaica Ship Registry. 
Deputy Registrars (DR) and Representatives currently serve the JSR in six (6) regions, five of 
which are mentioned below: 
 

• Florida, the Caribbean, and the Mediterranean Area 
The DR, Florida, engaged in March 2013, continues to be the most active representative 
of the JSR with the number of vessels registered by his efforts, adding some seventy 
(70) vessels to the Register in the period of review.  

 
• Northern and Southern China and Taiwan 

The Representative for Northern and Southern China continues to be active in the 
registration of convention ships in the region.  

 
• Ukraine and Turkey 

The scope of representation of the DR for Ukraine was recently expanded to include 
Turkey.  The expansion of the geographical range of representation was to facilitate the 
Representative’s entry into the Turkish market. The Representative remains hopeful 
that construction to enable the expansion will be completed within the next period. 
 

• Malta 
Five (5) vessels on the Register are attributed to the efforts of the Representative for 
Malta. The Representative provides Jamaica as an option in a suite of Registries, 
offered to Clients. The Representative currently explores ways of further serving the 
JSR and Jamaica through an appointment as Honorary Consul. 
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• Hong Kong 
The Representative continues to court potential vessels for the JSR from that market.   

 
The contribution of each active DR in this regard is provided in the figure below:  
 

 
 

 
Local Trade Activities  
A total of thirty-three (33) certificates were issued for vessels involved in Local Trade activity 
over the year. The vessels are primarily involved in bunkering and dredging operations and the 
supply of LNG to the Jamaican market.  
 
 
SEAFARER ENGAGEMENT AND WELFARE 
The welfare of the Jamaican seafarers and seafarers aboard Jamaican flagged vessels is of primary 
importance to the Authority. In fulfilment of this obligation, the Registrar of Seafarers continues 
to provide support to seafarers in pursuit of employment opportunities by assisting with identifying 
opportunities for the engagement of seafarers and maintaining records of persons so engaged.  
 
The assistance of the MAJ was sought on behalf of a Filipino crew onboard the Liberian vessel the 
M/Y “SPICA” while in the Port of Kingston. The crew complained of salaries being outstanding 
for as many as four months, in some cases. With the intervention of the MAJ, the matter was 
resolved, and the crew paid their outstanding wages. 
  
 

ACTIVE DEPUTY REGISTRARS'
TONNAGE CONTRIBUTION 

Malta Hong Kong China Florida Ukraine & Turkey
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The Registrar continued over the period, to receive and address complaints of Seafarers primarily 
onboard Jamaican Yachts mainly pertaining to unpaid salaries and issues of repatriation.   
The Authority also assisted seafarers onboard foreign vessels calling at ports in Jamaica with 
welfare and repatriation matters.  
 
SHIP INSPECTION AND SURVEYS 
Further to its mandate under the Shipping Act, 1998 to regulate ship safety including the 
construction of ships and navigation, extensive flag and port State surveys and inspections were 
conducted. These activities ensured that Jamaican and foreign ships operating in Jamaican waters 
adhered to international and domestic rules and standards for maritime safety, security, and the 
prevention of marine pollution.  
The Directorate of Safety, Environment and Certification (DSEC) established programmes to 
protect the safety of life and property at sea, as well as to protect the marine environment, 
consistent with the prudent and responsible development of Jamaican shipping. In fulfilment of its 
mandate, the MAJ relied on inhouse marine surveyors and inspectors and a global network of ship 
surveyors to carry out surveys and inspection of vessels for maritime safety and pollution 
prevention measures, examination and certification of seafarers and the investigation of accidents 
and casualties at sea and for compliance with the domestic legislation and international standards.  
To ensure the protection of the marine environment the Directorate is responsible for conducting: 

• Port State Control inspections 
• Flag State inspections 
• Local trade inspections 
• Inspection of tourism/water sports vessels 
• Marine Casualty Investigations 
• Examination and Certification of seafarers 

 
Port State Control Inspections  
Port State Control (PSC) inspections are conducted on marine vessels calling at Jamaican ports to 
ensure that they are operating at international standards of maritime safety, pollution prevention 
and seafarer welfare. PSC also helps to keep sub-standard ships out of Jamaican waters and the 
wider Caribbean. 
 
The number of PSC inspections conducted is proportionate to the number of vessels calling at 
Jamaican ports and, in particular, the number of first-time calls by foreign ships. Since 2015 there 
has been a decline in the number of first-time visits by foreign-flagged ships and during the period 
under review, the total number of ship visits decreased by 9% when compared to the previous 
period (See Diagram below).   
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Ships visits to Major Ports in Jamaica 

 
 

Containerized cargo accounts for 37% of the total number of flagged ship visits, followed by 
General Cargo 30%, Bulk 11% and Tankers 11% as represented in the pie chart below 

 

Types of Ships that visited Major Ports in Jamaica 
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As a result, primarily of a reduction in vessels calls and an increase in the number of repeat calls 
by vessels to Jamaica and the need for inspectors to address a higher number of maritime 
emergencies and conduct a higher volume of small vessel safety inspections the number of PSC 
inspections fell below target. Notwithstanding Jamaica exceeded the minimum mandatory 
requirement of 15% inspections of ships calling at the Jamaican ports as required by the CMOU 
on PSC in the calendar year 2017. 
 

The table shows the comparisons of PSC Inspections over eight years: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Over the reporting period, thirty-three (33) of the ships inspected had deficiencies and two (2) 
vessels were detained due to serious safety deficiencies and sub-standard conditions onboard the 
vessels. The deficiencies noted are in the categories below: 

• Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 
• Lifesaving appliances 
• Load line 
• Fire safety measures 
• Certificates and Documents 
• Emergency Systems 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 144 166 
2011/2012 144 102 
2012/2013 192 141 
2013/2014 141 150 
2014/2015 121 163 
2015/2016 144 180 
2016/2017 150 162 
2017-2018 150 77 
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Flag State Inspections 
During the period, the Authority met its target for the conduct of sixteen (16) Flag State 
Inspections, that is, inspections on Jamaican registered vessels.  
  

The table shows comparisons of Flag State inspections over eight years: 
      

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 20 20 
2011/2012 20 19 
2012/2013 16 12 
2013/2014 16 22 
2014/2015 17 17 
2015/2016 17 18 
2016/2017 16 22 
2017-2018 16 16 

 

  

 
Local Trade Inspections 

Local Trade inspections are conducted on foreign-flagged ships that have permission to operate in 
Jamaica’s territorial waters. They are rigidly inspected to ensure that they maintain high safety and 
environmental protection standards as required by the relevant International Conventions. The 
inspections also serve to verify that the crew are properly trained, managed, and accommodated. 
Among these vessels are the foreign-registered tankers engaged in bunkering and numerous 
foreign tugs that are periodically engaged in operations exclusively in Jamaican waters.   
 
Over the period, thirty-eight (38) local trade inspections were completed which was twice the 
target set by the Authority.  
 

The Table shows comparisons of Local Trade Inspections over eight years: 
 

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 12 13 
2011/2012 10 9 
2012/2013 10 10 
2013/2014 10 13 
2014/2015 10 19 
2015/2016 10 29 
2016/2017 10 31 
2017/2018 16 38 
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Small Vessel Safety Inspections 
Small vessels include those operating in the local tourism water sports industry as well as 
commercial fishing vessels and private pleasure crafts. These inspections play a very important 
role in ensuring the safety of locals and visitor utilizing those vessels. 
During the period one thousand nine hundred and twelve (1,912) small vessels were inspected. 
This was an increase of six hundred and four (604) vessels when compared to the previous year 
and more than the target. 
In summary, 1912 vessels (new and renewals) were inspected, of which one thousand four hundred 
and sixty-four (1,464) were non-motorized and four hundred and forty-eight (448) were motorized. 
 
The Table shows comparisons of Small Vessel Safety Inspections over eight years: 
   

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 1,200 1,870 
2011/2012 1,300 1,189 
2012/2013 1,300 1,254 
2013/2014 1,300 1,173 
2014/2015 1,300 1,663 
2015/2016 1,300 1,438 
2016/2017 1,350 1,308 
2017/2018 1,400 1,912 

 
Marine Casualty Investigations 
The Directorate conducted 4 marine casualty investigations during the reporting period. 
They are as follows: 

• Tug Bayou Bull – Sank in Ocho Rios 
• Jet Ski Collision in Lime Cay 
• Marine Police and a diver in Montego Bay  
• Caribbean Queen M/V collided with another vessel in Kingston   

Following the investigations, the Authority made recommendations and implemented measures to 
reduce the likelihood of recurrence of these incidents.  
 
Examination and Certification of Seafarers 
Mandated through the Shipping Act, the MAJ regulates the certification of seafarers and 
establishes maritime training and safety standards. All nautical and marine engineering subjects 
taught at the Caribbean Maritime University (CMU have the oversight of the MAJ to ensure that 
the standards are in keeping with the levels required by the IMO’s “International Convention on 
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers” (STCW Convention).  
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The MAJ, therefore, monitors the delivery of lectures at the CMU, conducts examinations and 
certifies the officers with international Certificates of Competency (COCs) in the nautical and 
marine engineering disciplines up to the level of Masters and Chief Engineers. The Authority also 
validates and certifies (endorses) foreign trained seafarers who work on Jamaican flagged ships. 
 
During the period, the following activities were conducted: 

• STCW Certificates of Competence (COC) revalidated        –  43 
• STCW COCs, new issued                    –  26  
• Certificate of Proficiency          –  357  

 
The table below shows the examinations and certifications conducted over eight years: 

 
Period COC 

Revalidated 
COC 
New 

Endorsement 
attesting 
further 
training 

Certificate of 
Proficiency 

2010/2011 13 52 52 0 
2011/2012 22 19 60 0 
2012/2013 18 50 62 0 
2013/2014 29 66 51 0 
2014/2015 26 31 41 0 
2015/2016 44 53 11 127 
2016/2017 151 70 0 874 
2017/2018 43 26 0 357 

 
It is to be noted that “Endorsement attesting to further training” has been phased out and replaced 
by “Certificate of proficiency”.  
 
Examination for the Issuance of COC 
During the period, ninety-six (96) examinations were conducted by the Authority for CMU 
students and other candidates in a range of subject areas. The areas covered were: 

• Engineering 
• Navigation 
• Maritime law 
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The examinations conducted for COC over eight years are shown in the table below: 

 
Period Target Actual 

2010/2011 245 498 
2011/2012 440 652 
2012/2013 440 699 
2013/2014 440 617 
2014/2015 440 588 
2015/2016 440 528 
2016/2017 440 562 
2017/2018 300 96 

 
Examinations conducted for 2017-2018 was less than the target. This reduction resulted from the 
CMU changing its programme from a yearly examination and licensing period to a four-year 
degree programme. Students are therefore opting to engage in the Work /Study programme during 
the summer rather than sit examinations. At the request of the students and the CMU, the 
examinations for the Summer term 2017 was postponed until January 2019.  
 
Reciprocal Recognition Endorsements  
The Authority has formal agreements with several countries for the reciprocal recognition of 
seafarer certification. This facilitates recognition and endorsement of certificates of seafarers who 
are not Jamaican nationals, employed on Jamaican ships and likewise Jamaica seafarers serving 
aboard foreign ships. During the financial year, 345 Reciprocal Recognition Endorsements were 
issued to foreign seafarers engaged onboard Jamaican registered ships as well as Jamaican 
seafarers trained abroad.  

     
               Endorsements issued over eight years are shown below: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 120 142 
2011/2012 120 333 
2012/2013 120 207 
2013/2014 120 222 
2014/2015 120 208 
2015/2016 120 347 
2016/2017 120 333 
2017/2018 400 345 
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Coxswain Licenses 

The Authority also tests and issues local boat handlers with coxswain licenses. For the year, two 
hundred thirty-seven (237) coxswain licenses were issued to boat handlers. This is an increase of 
eighty-three (83) when compared with the previous year. 
A total of one hundred and fourteen (114) coxswain examinations were conducted over the 
reporting period: an increase of twenty-one (21) examinations over the previous period. 
         Coxswain licenses issued since 2010 are shown below: 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DEVELOPING JAMAICA AS A SHIPPING CENTRE 
Pursuant to its developmental mandate, the Authority continues in its thrust to make Jamaica a 
maritime shipping centre, with the aim of generating employment through a range of economic 
activities.  
The development of Jamaica as a shipping hub commenced when the National Development Plan 
– Vision 2030 was completed. This led to a study “The Development of a framework for 
Positioning Jamaica as a Shipping Hub” commissioned by the Commonwealth Secretariat on 
behalf of the MAJ which was completed in 2010. The Study recommended that crewing, dry-
docking and bunkering activities should be pursued as a first step or level one in the thrust to 
develop the Country’s maritime cluster. Since that time, sector-specific studies have been 
completed on bunkering in 2012 and dry-docking in 2015 and the recommendations are being 
implemented. 
 
Bunkering 
The specific sector study on bunkering highlighted that if Jamaica could increase the volume of 
bunkers supplied to vessels calling at Jamaica ports after transiting the Panama Canal. If achieved, 
Jamaica would benefit from an induced economic impact of US$3.1 billion and generate about 
900 job opportunities. Currently, there are four operators in the bunkering industry which are 
experiencing moderate growth. The demand for bunker fuel is outstripping supply from local 
sources. This has increased the volume of bunkers imported and greater investment in tank farms. 

Period Target Actual 
2010/2011 120 103 
2011/2012 120 162 
2012/2013 120 157 
2013/2014 120 120 
2014/2015 120 212 
2015/2016 120 161 
2016/2017 120 154 
2017/2018 150 237 
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Recognizing the importance of bunkering to the maritime industry and to garner more interest to 
the industry, an MOU was concluded with the International Bunkering Industry Association 
(IBIA) for Jamaica to host a Bunkering Conference with the theme “Fuelling a New Era in the 
Caribbean” in April 2018. The major players in the global bunkering industry are expected to be 
in attendance to ignite more enthusiasm in the local industry. The Authority has drafted an 
Operational Policy and Safety Guidelines document for the local industry and will be monitoring 
the bunkering activities to ensure compliance with the safety standards. 
 
Dry Docking 
The shipping hub study also highlighted dry-docking operations as an area to be developed in 
Jamaica. It is identified as the third “low hanging fruit” of the 2010 study. Significant strides were 
made for the establishment of the dry-docking operations at Harbour Head, Kingston. German 
Ship Repair Jamaica Ltd, a company with local and German interest commissioned three vessels 
to do preparatory work for the dry dock operations. The above investors continue their efforts to 
identify investment funds to pursue the project which has already received the necessary approvals 
and permits. 
Arrangements have also been made with Caribbean Maritime University and HEART to facilitate 
the training of welders to meet the standards of ship repairs. The Authority has commenced a 
review of the legislative framework required to ensure ship repairs activities are conducted to 
international standards.  
 
Crewing 
Oversight of the CMU seafaring programme remains a key area of focus for the MAJ and during 
the period seafarer throughput of the CMU increased and with the establishment of the allied 
crewing agency, the Caribbean Maritime Crewing Agency, Jamaica was able to place more 
certified crews on reputable foreign-flagged ships particularly with EXMAR Shipping Company 
and United Bulk Carriers (UBC). 
 
 
LEGISLATION ACTIVITIES 
The MAJ executes its functions primarily under the Shipping Act, 1998 and can therefore only 
fulfil its mandate effectively with modern legislation which reflects current International 
Conventions particularly those of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the 
International Labour Organization (ILO). The legislative mandate of the MAJ is therefore critical 
to its overall success.  
During the financial year, the MAJ sought to develop and update its legislative framework to 
reflect the IMO standards particularly those governing maritime safety, the prevention of pollution 
by ships including air pollution, and rules and standards for the training and certification and the 
ILO standards for the welfare of seafarers. Of particular importance the Shipping (Medical 
Examination) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 and the Shipping (Training, Certification, Safe 
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Manning, Hours of Work and Watchkeeping) (Amendment) Regulations, 2016 were published in 
the Jamaica Gazette.   Considerable work was also done on the Shipping (Welfare of Seafarers and  
Maritime Labour Competence Certificate) Regulations 2016 which we expect to be finalized 
shortly.  
 
The Directorate also provided advice in relation to the development of the legal framework for the 
regulation of the shipping industry in Jamaica and the administration of the Jamaica Ship Registry. 
This involved the incorporation of treaties into national legislation and providing legal advice in 
areas such as ship registration and mortgages, pollution prevention and seafarer welfare.  
 
Significant progress was made with the following legislation:  

• Amendments to the Shipping Act to incorporate the Maritime Labour Convention; 
• The Shipping (Medical Examinations) (Amendment Act) 2015;  
• The Shipping (Training, Certification, Safe Manning Hours of Work and Watchkeeping) 

(Amendment) Regulations, 2016; 
• Amendments to the Shipping Act to increase the penalties regulations made under the 

Shipping Act; and 
• The Shipping (Registration of Ships) (Amendment) Regulations, 2016 which incorporates 

the visiting yachts cruising permit scheme 
 
The Ballast Water Management Bill 2016 which incorporates the International Convention for the 
Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 2004 (Ballast Water 
Management Convention) was approved by the Legislation Committee and subsequently tabled in 
Parliament in December 2017. 
 
Of note, during the period Jamaica presented its instrument of accession to the Ballast Water 
Management Convention and the Maritime Labour Convention 2006.   
        
The Directorate operates as the focal point for the GEF/UNDP/IMO Project which provides 
support for legal, policy and institutional reforms on the implementation of the MARPOL Annex 
VI which regulates air emissions from ships. During the period, the following reports were 
prepared:   

• National Maritime Energy Efficiency Strategy 
• Legal Report and draft legislation 
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Maritime Law Seminar – Judiciary   
The Government of Australia through the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) 
supported the visit of Professor Sarah Derrington, a maritime law Professor, who conducted a 
sensitisation session on Admiralty Jurisdiction and Procedure on November 17 & 18, 2017 at the 
UWI Headquarters. The weekend session was attended by the Chief Justice and 33 Judges of the 
Supreme Court and Court of Appeal. The Supreme Court Registrars were also in attendance. 
Professor Derrington was also invited to make a presentation to members of the Jamaican Bar 
Association on the practice of Admiralty Law during the Annual Bar Conference in Montego Bay.  
                                 
   

 
Professor Sarah Derrington (2nd left) visiting with Chief Justice the Honourable Mrs.. Justice 
Zaila McCalla (centre). Others pictured (left to right): Rear Admiral (Ret’d) Peter Brady, Director 
General, MAJ; the Honourable Mrs. Justice Vinette Graham-Allen; Bertrand Smith, Director 
Legal Affairs, MAJ. 
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Official Visit 
The Ambassador of Sweden to Jamaica, H.E. Ms Elisabeth Eklund, called on Rear Admiral (Ret’d) 
Peter Brady at the Ocean Boulevard offices. The Ambassador also met with the Director of Legal 
Affairs, Mr. Bertrand Smith, and Ms. Abigail Bryan who had recently completed an MSc in 
Maritime Affairs at World Maritime University (WMU) in Sweden. 
The Ambassador visited the Authority on behalf of the Swedish Government. Her objective was 
to discuss Jamaica’s position on Green House Gas (GHG) emissions and to seek Jamaica’s support 
for the adoption of a GHG strategy to be tabled at the next meeting of the IMO Marine 
Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) – a subsidiary body of the International Maritime 
Organization Council. 
 
INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES 
A delegation headed by the Minister of Transport and Mining attended the 30th session of the IMO 
Assembly at which Jamaica was elected to Category C of the governing body of the IMO, the 
Council, in December 2017 for the 2018-2019 biennium. This followed a successful campaign, 
through a vigorously coordinated candidacy, coordinated by the MAJ with the support of the 
Ministries of Transport and Mining (MTM) and Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade (MAFFT) and 
its overseas missions, particularly the Jamaican High Commission in London.  
The MAJ as the focal point for the IMO in Jamaica continued to maintain its presence and 
representation at the International Maritime Organization (IMO). During the period under review 
by attending the MAJ attended meetings of the IMO Council meetings, the Maritime Safety 
Committee (MSC), the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC), the Technical 
Cooperation Committee (TCC) the Legal Committee (LC) and the Sub Committee meetings of, 
the Human Element Training and Watchkeeping (HTW), Navigation Communications and Search 
and Rescue (NCSR) and Implementation of IMO Instruments (III). 
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Jamaica’s Delegation which attended the 30th Session of the IMO Assembly 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Minister of Transport and Mining, Hon. Lester ‘Mike’ Henry (centre), with members of the 
Jamaican delegation to the 30th Session of the International Maritime Organization’s 
General Assembly, held at IMO headquarters in the UK on December 1. Others (from left) 
are Mrs. Corah Ann Robertson-Sylvester; Dr. Janine Dawkins; High Commissioner, H.E. 
Seth George Ramocan; Mr. Bertrand Smith; Deputy High Commissioner, Mrs. Angella 
Rose-Howell; Ms Tanya Bedward, Mrs. Jody Munn-Burrow [Barrow]; Rear Admiral 
(Rt’d.) Peter Brady; and Counsellor at the High Commission, Ms. Carol Lee-Lea. In front is 
Ms. Juliet Mair. 
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The Jamaican Delegation paid a visit to IMO Secretary General Kitack Lim. 
 

 
Left to right: H.E. Mr. Seth Ramocan, High Commissioner; Mrs. Corah Ann Robertson 
Sylvester, Chairman MAJ; IMO Secretary-General Kitack Lim; Hon L. Michael Henry, 
Minister of Transport and Mining; Rear Admiral (Ret’d) Peter Brady, Director General, 
Maritime Authority of Jamaica; Dr. Janine Dawkins, Chief Technical Director, Ministry of 
Transport and Mining 
 
A celebratory function was hosted by the Minister at the Ministry of Transport and Mining, to 
show appreciation to the Jamaican team involved in the “Jamaica for IMO Campaign”, and the 
country’s ultimate success in the election to the IMO Council. 
 
The Deputy Director General of the MAJ, Mrs. Claudia Grant, was elected as Vice-Chair of the 
Implementation of IMO’s Instruments (III) Sub Committee at its 4th session in September 2017. 
The MAJ has been representing Jamaica at this Sub Committee since the Authority’s establishment 
in 2001. The appointment as Vice-Chair brings much recognition to Jamaica and the Maritime 
Authority of Jamaica and it signals the commitment Jamaica offers to the implementation of IMO 
regulations and conventions. This meeting is also attended by the Secretary-General of the 
Caribbean MOU on Port State Control. This Sub Committee is the medium by which the IMO 
assists Flag States with improving their systems and capacity to implement the various IMO 
Conventions, Codes and Guidelines. The Sub Committee’s mandate recently broadened from its 
focus on flag State implementation to also embrace port and coastal State obligations. 
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The Director General of the MAJ of Jamaica, Rear Admiral (Ret'd) Peter Brady, was reappointed 
to the board of governors of the World Maritime University (WMU) in Malmo, Sweden. The 
appointment was made by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) Secretary-General 
Kitack Lim in February 2018 for two years, ending in February 2021. The appointment is a 
testament to Jamaica's leadership as a maritime state in the international shipping sector.  
 
Maritime Awareness Week 
Under the theme “IMO Connecting ships ports and people” the MAJ, along with key partners in 
the maritime industry, celebrated World Maritime Day through a week of national activities 
between September 24-28, 2017.   
 
The week of activities was marked by a church service at Swallowfield Chapel on September 24, 
2017, where Admiral Peter Brady delivered the industry message.  
 

 
Maritime Industry Representation at the Church Service at Swallowfield Chapel 
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Rear Admiral Peter Brady (Ret’d) officially opened Maritime Awareness Week on Monday, 
September 26 in a ceremony held at the Caribbean Maritime University. Additionally, the 
Authority participated in the two-day exhibition held at the Caribbean Maritime Institute on  
September 26-27, 2017. The Authority manned booths which included the giveaway of branded 
items and interacted with students and other interested parties. 
The MAJ also participated in World Maritime Day celebrations, the highlight of which was Charter 
Day, when the Caribbean Maritime Institute officially transitioned to Caribbean Maritime 
University in a ceremony held at the National Arena on Thursday, September 28, 2017.  
 
International Day of the Seafarer 
The MAJ celebrated the IMO designated Day of the Seafarer on June 25 under the theme 
“Seafarers Matter”.  

To celebrate seafarers in Jamaica, representatives of the MAJ visited Captains and crew vessels of 
six vessels (Jamaican and international) in two ports where expressions and tokens were presented 
to seafarers for their dedication to their job and their invaluable contributions.  

 
Members of the Authority’s Staff visiting with Seafarers at the Aegean Pier 
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Rear Admiral Peter Brady (Ret’d) and other staff members met with seafarers at a function at the 
offices of the MAJ on Monday, June 26, 2017, where seafarers shared their experiences and were 
presented with tokens of appreciation.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Rear Admiral Peter Brady (Ret’d), Director General, addressing Seafarers at the 
Authority’s Offices 
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Seafarer Kimone Claire, Officer of the Watch, (centre) relating her experiences at sea while 
Rushene Reece, cadet, (left) and Delon Daley, Officer of the Watch, (right) look on. 
 
Representatives from the Authority and CMU participated in a Sail Past to pay tribute to one of 
Jamaica’s dedicated seafarers who became ill while at work and died at the hospital on Saturday, 
June 24 – a day before the Day of the Seafarer. 
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Representatives of the MAJ and the CMU participated in the Sail Past on “Day of the 
Seafarer” for a Seafarer who died a day before 

 
OTHER ACTIVITIES 
MAJ 16th Anniversary and Awards Function 
The MAJ reached a significant milestone in Jamaica’s history with the marking of sixteen years 
of existence in April 2017. As Jamaica’s maritime administration, over the years the MAJ has 
remained committed to its mandate by pursuing the development of shipping and regulatory 
matters relating to merchant shipping and seafarers. 
To commemorate this milestone the MAJ hosted a special anniversary and awards dinner on 
September 6, 2017, where Rear Admiral (Ret’d) Peter Brady specially recognized the professional, 
unstinting, loyal, dedicated, and efficient efforts of the MAJ team whose steadfastness, especially 
during difficult times, has made Jamaica among the best maritime nations globally. The MAJ also 
recognized the work of its partners both at the government and private sector levels who 
contributed to its growth throughout the years.  
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Rear Admiral Peter Brady, Director General MAJ, addresses the attendees at the MAJ 16th 
Anniversary Dinner and Awards Function 
 
These include our parent Ministry and Minister whose support has been tremendous. Other 
partners such as: Caribbean Memorandum of Understanding, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
Foreign Trade, Caribbean Maritime University, Port Authority of Jamaica, National Environment 
Protection Agency, Jamaica Customs Agency, Tourism Product Development Company, the 
Jamaica Defence Force, Jamaica Constabulary Force Marine Division, Fisheries Division, 
Spectrum Management Authority, Shipping Association of Jamaica, Kingston Wharves Limited, 
Lannaman and Morris, Jamaica Producers, Harren and Partner, Marine Pilots, Aegean, and the 
host of others. He thanked them for their support and continuing interest in our viability and said 
that, as Jamaica’s focal point for the UN specialized agency with responsibility for shipping, the 
IMO, the Authority understands its mission and intends to continue its contribution to Jamaica’s 
maritime advancement and success. 
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Mrs. Corah Ann Robertson-Sylvester, Chairman Board of Directors MAJ, making her 
address at the MAJ 16th Anniversary and Awards Function 
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The MAJ on this special occasion recognized and awarded eighteen staff members who served 
with the Authority for ten years and over.  
 
 
 

 
Staff Members who were awarded Long Service Awards 

 
As part of the anniversary activities, the MAJ published a special 16th Anniversary Supplement in 
the Jamaica Observer on Wednesday, October 4, 2017, through the generous sponsorship of its 
industry partners who extended tremendous support during its sixteen years of service to Jamaica. 
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Hydrographic Surveys  
During the period Jamaica received substantial technical assistance from the UK Hydrographic 
Office (UKHO) to conduct hydrographic surveys of Kingston Harbour and Portland Bight. This 
assistance was provided through the United Kingdom’s Commonwealth Marine Economies 
Programme CMEP) and coordinated by the National Hydrographic Committee (NHC) chaired by 
the MAJ.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Participants of the Stakeholders Meeting held with the Hydrographic Surveyors 
 
The data obtained from the surveys will be used to update the respective nautical charts of Jamaica, 
which will now allow the production of current, accurate data to ensure ships are offered a high 
level of confidence when entering Jamaican waters. 
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Workshops and Training Seminars 
The MAJ seeks to ensure that its officers and other related personnel in the industry are educated 
in new initiatives and updated maritime procedures with their attendance at workshops and training 
seminars.  
 
The major in which we participated during the period were as follows: 

• IMO Workshop on the Implementation of IMO Model Course 4.05 on Energy 
Efficient Operation of Ships 
The IMO through the GEF-UNDP-IMO Global Maritime Energy Efficiency 
Partnership Project sponsored the workshop for teaching staff from maritime 
training/education institutions and other country experts engaged in seafarer training 
with an interest in the education and training of seafarers in low carbon-energy efficient 
ship operations.  

• Regional Workshop on Ballast Water Management: GloBallast Partnerships 
Project 
Jamaica is designated as a Lead Partnering Country in the Wider Caribbean Region 
under the project. The workshop focused on regional cooperation for the ratification 
and implementation of the Ballast Water Management Convention, 2004. 

• Regional Workshop on Flag and Port State Inspections 
This workshop was aimed at facilitating the exchange of information between 
Caribbean Flag and Port State Inspectors within and outside the Caribbean as well as 
between Caribbean administrations.  
 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Overview 
Public Relations is a vital element that supports all the directorates of the MAJ with management 
and coordination of publicity activities, and in so doing, promote and ultimately increase 
awareness of the MAJ in the local and international environment. During the reporting period, 
much work was done to continue highlighting the activities of the Authority through press 
coverage of various events, including workshops, seminars, and exhibitions locally and overseas. 
Some significant events included spearheading Maritime Awareness Week activities, with support 
from other companies within the maritime industry. The MAJ also hosted Day of the Seafarer 
activities which brought awareness to the significant contribution seafarers make to enhance the 
everyday lives of persons across the world, and to economies around the world.  
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The MAJ’s relationship with Elaborate Communications continued to generate awareness for the 
Authority, with the provision of PR opportunities through articles and press releases. This coverage 
on the international market saw MAJ appearing in such publications as Matrix Maritime Media, 
Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide, Shipping and Marine Events, All About Shipping, Entorno 
Inteligente and The Seafarer Times. 
 
Newsletters  
The MAJ published the JSR quarterly newsletter, designed to bring awareness to the work of the 
MAJ and the Jamaica Ship Registry. The newsletter also provided pertinent information to ship 
owners, captains, and cadets. 
 
Advertising 

• Print Media 
The MAJ sponsored a full-colour quarter-page, corporate advertisement, in the World 
Maritime Day supplement published by the Daily Observer on September 28, 2017.  

 
• Electronic Media 

The MAJ co-sponsored a Nationwide programme, Cliff Hughes On-Line, which, 
broadcasted live from the CMU, Thursday, April 27, 2017. This broadcast is to engage 
community colleges and other tertiary institutions across the island. The MAJ 
sponsorship package included opening and closing credits, station promotions and 
twenty 30-second commercial spots, during and after the broadcast. The MAJ also 
received an additional two weeks of commercial spots which commenced May 29th, 
2017. 

 
• Power 106 

Power 106FM hosted a live broadcast from the Ken Wright Pier, where the Mini cruise 
vessel/sailboat Star Flyer was docked on its visit to Jamaica in February 2018. The 
MAJ sponsored the broadcast, in turn creating a positive public relations profile in the 
marketplace. This sponsorship also created an opportunity to share with the public, the 
role of the MAJ and the impact of Jamaica’s election to the IMO Council for the 
2018/2019 biennium. Through this sponsorship, the MAJ was afforded a 15-minute 
interview during the live broadcast, and commercial spots during and after the 
broadcast. 

 
Calendar  
The MAJ calendar has become a sought-after item in the local and international markets. It serves 
as an effective tool in keeping the Authority’s name in front of clients, the media and industry 
partners. During the period fifteen thousand (1500) calendars were printed and distributed 
showcasing the various areas of responsibility of the MAJ.  
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HUMAN RESOURCE AND STAFF WELFARE 
The MAJ currently has forty-four members of staff, nine less than its authorized complement. The 
Government of Jamaica restrictions on filling vacant posts have prevented the MAJ from 
expanding its staff complement to meet the demands of its expanded roles and growth in the 
maritime industry.  

Training and Development 
The MAJ encourages the improvement of its staff through further training and development. Non-
technical staff members are being assisted to capitalize on training opportunities through both 
internal and external facilities. During the period, training and development opportunities were 
extended to staff in the form of workshops, seminars, and courses in their related field.  
Some of the training included: 

• Organisational Management held at Management Institute for National Development. 
• Specialized Training on the Inspection of Passenger Ships 
• Technical Standing Work Group - Bonaire 
 

The Authority facilitated the award of a scholarship from the Sasakawa Peace Foundation to Miss. 
Abigail Bryan, Examination Officer, to pursue a master’s degree in Maritime Affairs at the World 
Maritime University (WMU) in Malmo Sweden. Ms Bryan completed an MSc in Maritime Affairs, 
specialising in Maritime Education Training, 

 

                                                                                       
Miss. Bryan at her Graduation Ceremony with her degree from WMU 

 
Jamaica is one of the countries with the highest number of WMU alumni in the region.                               
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Staff Welfare and Wellness Program 
The Authority continued to encourage staff to lead a healthy lifestyle and to participate in the 
annual 5K run/walks. During the reporting period members of staff participated in the Digicel 
Foundation 5K Run/Walk, Sagicor Foundation Sigma Run and Guardian 5K Run/Walk.  
The staff also benefited from publications being circulated on emerging health issues and trends, 
which also provided guidance on how to improve health and overall quality of life. Additionally, 
the MAJ recognizes the importance of comrade among the staff and during the period several 
social activities were held in recognition of various milestones and achievements of staff members.  
 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
The MAJ’s operations have increased significantly and became more complex and therefore 
requires its network architecture to be improved to meet the demands. This is a process of 
continuous improvement based on assessments of the MAJ’s requirements. Additionally, the 
development and procurement of software are being pursued to ensure consistency in the 
organisation’s operations.  
 
Maintenance and Expansion of Computer Networks 
The implementation of new servers and network storage devices (SAN, NAS) required that new 
network switches be installed to cope with the increased speed of processing and backing up data. 
The switches were procured and installed, and this allowed the MAJ to: 

• properly segment the network to reduce overall network congestion, while offering 
better security against malware possibly spreading unchecked and, 

• support the changing of the PBX (telephone system) which is set to commence shortly.   
 
For the period, three Tablet/PCs, three laptops and a mobile printer were procured to support the 
work of surveyors and inspectors and improve efficiency in service delivery.   
The MAJ is seeking to procure a new telephone system and it is expected that this will be 
completed early in the new fiscal year.  
 
Software Development and Procurement 
Software development continues to be an essential element of the IT Department’s programme in 
support of marketing the JSR and ensuring other critical functions of the MAJ meet global 
standards. As the Authority has sought to widen its marketing programme and promote the 
registration of ships through the JSR, it is paramount that the organization maintains the 
appropriate IT infrastructure to meet the expected demands. 
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• Online Payment 
During the period under review, the MAJ’s Online Payment Facility was upgraded to allow 
customers to pay online for Registration, Safety inspections and Endorsements services.   

• Website Development 
The MAJ has commenced the process of improving its online presence. One such step is 
by developing a MAJ specific website to supplement the existing JSR website which does 
not reflect all the activities of the Organisation. 
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 
There was an improvement in the financial performance of the Authority during the fiscal period 
April 01, 2017, to March 31, 2018. The budget approved by parliament was $298.19 million which 
had been revised through the Supplementary Estimates to $338.59. A total of $167.98 was 
allocated from Government revenues and $178.76 was approved to be earned by the Authority.  
The revenue from fees grew by $5.66 million to $180.42 million or 3.25% over the 2016-2017 
financial year. For the year ended March 31, 2018, the operating surplus stood at $50.89 million 
resulting in a net surplus of $51.23 million after including net finance income. This reflects a 
21.51% decrease in profits when compared to the previous year’s performance as a result of a 
significant decrease in our Finance Income due to the revaluation of the Jamaican dollar. 
Expenditure increased by 5.68% for the period. 
 
Income 
The MAJ is funded mainly by the Government of Jamaica subvention and income from services 
being 48.22% and 51.78% respectively. Revenue for the reporting period amounted to $348.40 
million. Of this amount, fees earned from services amounted to $180.42 million which is .93% 
more than the budgeted figure of $178.76 million. The Appropriation in Aid (AIA) reported for 
the period amounted to $177.29 million. The Subvention received amounted to $167.98 million 
which is slightly above the $164.3 million received during the previous financial year. 

 
The chart below shows the Revenue performance over the last eight years 
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The above chart shows that fees from operations have consistently increased over the years while 
the AIA showed a similar trend. The Subvention from the Government reflects a marginal increase 
over the past three years and is surpassed by both the fees and AIA for the past two years. The 
Authority is projecting that fees from services will increase to $181.5 million for the 2018/2019 
financial year based on performance during the 2017/2018 financial year. It is estimated that the 
Authority will also receive approximately $171 million from the Ministry of Finance as support 
for remuneration expenses.  

 
The chart below gives a pictorial view of the categories of revenue 

 
 
Of the total revenue, Local Trade was the main revenue earner capturing 28%. Annual Fees was 
the second major source of income with 26% of total revenue. This resulted from recording-
breaking vessel registrations during the previous two financial years that set the stage for increased 
annual fees.  
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Expenditure 
The Authority expended $297.51 million for the reporting period against a revised budget of 
$338.59 million. This was indicative of the Authority spending within its budget and exercising a 
conservative method of spending in line with the requirements of the Ministry of Finance.   
Expenditure for the 2018/2019 financial year is projected to be $352.52 million. 

 
The Maritime Authority of Jamaica Projected Profit and Loss Statement for 
the 2018/2019 Financial Year is shown below. 
        J$ 

Revenue 
Subvention       171,001,000.00 
Service Income       181,517,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Total Income       352,518,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Less Expenditure 
Salary, Wages and Traveling     244,669,000.00 
Rental                    14,902,000.00 
Public Utilities           3,528,000.00 
Purchase of Goods and Services                  54,479,000.00 
Contributions           3,275,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Total Expenses       320,853,000.00 

       ------------------- 
Surplus        31,665,000.00 

       =========== 
 
 

Note: The surplus shown above will be used to purchase Capital Goods as per the 
Estimate of Expenditure. 

 
  
 
Audited Financial Statements for F/Y 2017/2018 are presented on page 48 as 
Appendix 1. 
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PLANS FOR 2018/2019 
 
Jamaica Ship Registry 

• Completion of the Public-Private Partnership to engage an investor to manage and market 
the JSR. 

• Establishing a framework for the regulation of unregistered vessels domiciled in Jamaican 
waters. 

 
Ship Inspections 

• Commencement of inspections of large passenger (cruise) ships. 
 
Shipping Centre Development 

• Finalize the Operational Policy and Safety Guidelines for the Bunkering Industry. 
• Facilitate the establishment and operation of dry-docking in Jamaica 
• In collaboration with the CMU implement strategies to secure internships at sea for 

Cadets to obtain the required qualifying sea-time. 
 
Strengthen the Legal Framework 
The Authority will continue to strengthen the legal framework for the regulation and development 
of the maritime sector. Priority areas will include the promulgation of: 

• Legislation to incorporate the Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC 2006); and  
• Marine environment protection legislation incorporating the major IMO conventions 

addressing prevention, response, liability, and compensation for ship source pollution.   
 
Increase Revenues 
During the new financial year, the MAJ will seek to increase its revenue by: 

• Pursuing additional registration of international vessels;  
• Targeting unregistered vessels in the fishing and tourism sectors;   
• Licensing foreign vessels which operate commercially in Jamaican waters; and  
• Pursuing the registration of yachts domiciled in Jamaican waters. 

Accomplishing these plans will strengthen the efforts of the MAJ to become self-sufficient and 
facilitate the drive to expand the contribution of the maritime sector to the Jamaican economy.  
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During the Financial Year, the emoluments of the Senior Executives and the 
Board of Directors are shown in the tables below: 
 

Senior Executive Compensation 
 
Name and Position 
of Senior Executive 

Year Salary 
$ 

Gratuity or 
Performance 

Incentive 
$ 

Travel 
Allowance or  

Value of 
Assigned 

Motor 
Vehicle 

$ 

Pension  
or  

Other 
Retirement 

Benefits 
$ 

Other 
Allowances 

$ 

Non-
Cash 

Benefits 
$ 

Total 
$ 

Rear Admiral 
Peter Brady, 
Director General 

2017/18 7,794,586.80 1,948,646.70 8,733,000.00    18,476,233.50 

Claudia Grant, 
Deputy Director 
General 

2017/18 6,912,269.99 1,691,790.00 1,341,624.00    9,945,683.99 

Bertrand Smith, 
Director Legal 
Affairs 

2017/18 6,767,162.75 1,691,790.00 1,341,624.00    9,800,576.75 

Seymour Harley, 
Director, Shipping 
& Policy Research 

2017/18 5,591,400.63 
 
 
 

 1,341,624.00 
 

279,570.03   7,212,594.66 
 
 

Capt. Steven 
Spence, Director 
Safety, 
Environment and 
Certification 

2017/18 8,837,164.70 2,218,668.65 1,341,624.00    12,397,457.35 

Michael 
McFarlane, 
Director, 
Corporate Services 

2017/18 5,222,479.42 
 
 

1,243,447.44 707,448.00 
 
 

   7,173,374.86 

 
Total 

  
41,125,064.29 

 
8,794,342.79 

 
14,806,944.00 

    
65,005,921.11 

 
Notes on the Senior Executives Compensation Table: 
Director of Shipping and Policy Research is a member of the MAJ’s staff pension fund and is not 
paid gratuity. 
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Board of Directors’ Compensation 
 

Name and Position of 
Director 

Fees 
$ 

Motor Vehicle 
Upkeep/Traveli

ng 
Or 

Value of 
Assignment of 
Motor Vehicle 

$ 

Honoraria 
$ 

All Other 
Compensation 
including Non-
Cash Benefits 
as applicable 

($) 

Total 
$ 

Corah Ann 
Robertson-Sylvester, 
Chairman 

75,000.00    75,000.00 

William Brown, 
Deputy Chairman 

27,000.00    27,000.00 

Peter McConnell, 
Board Member 

36,000.00    36,000.00 

Tony Tame,  
Board Member 

27,000.00    27,000.00 

Paula Brown,  
Board Member 

36,000.00    36,000.00 

Ambassador Sheila 
Sealy-Monteith, 
Board Member 

9,000.00    9,000.00 

Donovan Walker, 
Board Member 

45,000.00    45,000.00 

Ian Rose, Board 
Member 

0.00    0.00 

Total 255,000.00    255,000.00 
 
Note:  

• Mr. Ian Rose did not attend any of the Board meetings during the year and eventually 
resigned. 

• The amount of $255,600.00 reflected in the Financial Statement includes $600.00 for a 
refund of parking fees to Directors. 
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        Appendix 1 
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THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 
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